CHOOSING CHAMBER SOFTWARE

The hands-on guide to choosing the best software
for your team

Choosing chamber software can be a daunting task filled with uncertainty. Knowing what to look
for is key to finding the best fit for your Chamber. This guide provides you with a simple set of
considerations to help you evaluate your choices.

Usability, Usability, Usability
Chamber software is bigger than a website. It’s a tool used by your entire team which ultimately can
enable the future success of your organization. Each person within your team has a unique set of
responsibilities and abilities. Will your software serve each person’s role equally well? Is it designed as
a one-size fits all package, or does it conform to meet the needs of each user? How do you know?

The best way to evaluate the usability of a software
package is through hands-on experience with daily tasks.
Since on paper all chamber software packages offer the
same basic features, you need to take your software
evaluation from paper to the computer. Get a free trial or
a demo and get to know your software. The questions
below are not a set of features for you to check off, but
rather a set of exercises designed to give each person on
your team a feel for using the software.

Membership Services
How difficult is it to find a member if you don’t know the member’s name? Can you look
them up by their account number? Can you look them up by a specific contact person?
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How can you flag at-risk members?

How can you manage your retention touch points from within your software?

Can you view all the events a member has attended this year? Last year? Since they joined?

What is the process for recording a member referral? How do you show a member a
history of the referrals you’ve made for them?

Financials
How easy is it to look up an invoice by the invoice number, or print a report showing
invoices paid this year?
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What is the process for entering daily payments?

If your chamber software integrates with QuickBooks, are individual transactions entered
into QuickBooks, or are multiple transactions combined into a summary journal entry? How
easy is it to trace revenue from QuickBooks to a specific member’s invoice in your chamber
software? What happens when a member’s transaction changes after it has been copied
into QuickBooks?

Do you need access to QuickBooks to view your advertising revenue for the year or can it
be viewed directly in your chamber software?

How do you know if a member’s recurring charges are scheduled properly?

Does your software allow you to prorate your membership dues revenue over the course
of the year?
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Management
How do you forecast dues for next year’s budget?

Can you monitor how your sales force is connecting with your prospects for the day, week,
month, year?

How can you get a list of members in a specific membership tier who are not attending the
complementary events they are entitled to?

How useful are the high-level executive reports provided?
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Are you comparing apples to apples?

When you compare competing chamber software
packages, you may discover some companies bundle
desirable features into independent versions of their
software which they upsell at a higher price point.

You need your chamber software to provide certain features at a price point that works in your budget.
In order to ensure you are getting the most for your money, each version of a software product should
be considered separately in your evaluation. Eliminate any versions you cannot afford, and complete
due diligence on the version(s) you are considering, including asking the company to demo the
appropriate version(s) and asking for references of other chambers who use the version(s) you are
considering. You want to be sure you get everything you need at a price you can afford.

Will your software help you make good
decisions?
Well organized information and good analytical tools ensure your growth initiatives and retention
goals are met. Make sure your chamber software keeps you informed. Does your chamber software
provide you sufficient analytical tools to assess the success of your various growth initiatives? Can you
identify at-risk members before they come up for renewal and drop their membership? How can you
ensure you are providing the level of service you promised your members each step of the way?
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Does your chamber software empower your
long-term growth?
New ideas create growth. There’s no way to anticipate the next big idea that will come along. It’s
important your chamber software provides you with as much control and flexibility as possible, so you
don’t have to wait to act on new ideas.

A chamber software package which strictly defines the
types of data and processes available to you without
providing the flexibility for you to incorporate your own
ideas limits you to their vision.

Put chamber software packages to the test. Consider the following possibilities.
Suppose you wish to design a targeted email campaign for prospects and wish to segment them
as either business-to-consumer or business-to-business type sales, so you can share the
benefits they will most likely find appealing. Will your software allow you to classify your
members in unlimited ways to enable your ideas?
Suppose you wish to give your members the choice to select their member benefits and create
a custom membership package. Will your software allow you to track which benefits they have
selected and whether or not they have taken advantage of them?
Suppose you wish to focus on member retention and reach out to each of your members ninety
days before their renewal date to ensure they are planning to renew and you are being
responsive to their needs. Will your software allow you to track each member’s response,
identify members who are unresponsive, and flag members who require specific attention?
You want to be sure your chamber software provides enough flexibility to allow you to lead with new
initiatives.
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Who will you go to when there’s a problem?
It’s great to hear your chamber software company will always be there for you, but will the person(s)
you speak with be able to solve your problem? Companies with large front-end support teams may
leave you feeling like you’re speaking to your electric company during a city-wide power outage. Find
out who you will be speaking with when you have a question. Ask how long they have been with the
company and ask about staff turn-over within the company. Additionally, find out if their software was
developed in-house or whether it was contracted out. If you encounter an unknown, urgent technical
issue, you may need the knowledge of the software developer. Contract software is difficult to
troubleshoot since the developers are not readily available after the contract completes. Software
contracted overseas is even more challenging to support. You want a chamber software company that
responds in a timely fashion and is able to solve your problem. Choose the chamber software team you
know you can count on.

Is software performance degraded during
peak usage by other chambers?
Will your software performance degrade during periods of peak usage by other chambers? This is
common for traditional centralized applications running on a Web server shared by hundreds of other
organizations. It is important you choose chamber software that doesn’t bog down during the busiest
hours of your work week. Be sure to ask other chambers who use the software about its performance
during peak hours.

Conclusion
In theory, chamber software packages appear to have very similar functionality. Choosing your
chamber software package by comparing options on paper is like buying a car without driving the
models you are considering. You wouldn’t assume a car handles well on the road without testing it,
and you shouldn’t assume your chamber software is a good fit for your organization without seeing
how it handles the basic day-to-day tasks of all team members within your organization. When you
evaluate your chamber software, have a good understanding of the functionality you need today, and
imagine the future ideas it makes possible.
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